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SELF-FULLNESS FOR CEERS
URI ANDREWS, NOAH SCHWEBER, AND ANDREA SORBI
Abstract. We examine the property of self-fullness of computably enumerable equivalence rela-
tions (ceers) and its relation to the uniform join operation. We answer a question from [3] by
showing that there are self-full ceers X and Y so that X ‘ Y is non-self-full. We then define and
examine the collection of hereditarily self-full ceers, which are the self-full ceers X so that for any
self-full Y , X ‘ Y is also self-full. We show that every dark ceer is hereditarily self-full, and that
there are light ceers which are hereditarily self-full.
1. Introduction
We investigate the notion of self-fullness, which has turned out to be quite important in the study
of computably enumerable equivalence relations (called ceers) under computable reducibility.
We recall that if R,S are equivalence relations on the set of natural numbers ω, then R is computably
reducible (or, simply, reducible) to S (notation: R ď S) if there is a computable total function f
such that
p@x, yqrx R y ô fpxq S fpyqs :
we write in this case f : R Ñ S. This reducibility (due to Ershov [5], see also [4]) has been
widely exploited in recent years as a convenient tool for measuring the computational complexity of
classification problems in computable mathematics: for instance (see [6]) the isomorphism relation
for various familiar classes of computable groups is Σ11-complete under ď. Restricted to ceers, this
reducibility has been used to study familiar equivalence relations from logic, such as the provable
equivalence relation of sufficiently expressive formal systems (see [1] for a survey), word problems
and isomorphism problems of finitely presented groups ([10, 11]), c.e. presentations of structures
(see e.g. [7, 9]).
Being a reducibility, ď gives rise in the usual way to a degree structure. Due to the importance
of ceers within general equivalence relations on ω, a considerable amount of attention has been
given to its substructure, called Ceers, consisting of the degrees of ceers. The systematic study of
Ceers, a poset with a greatest element (usually called the universal element), was initiated by [8].
Its algebraic structure, in particular its structure under joins and meets was thoroughly investigated
in [3]. A fruitful and important notion in this investigation is that of a self-full ceer. A ceer R is
self-full if and only if whenever a computable function f provides a reduction f : R Ñ R, then
rangepfq intersects all R-equivalence classes. Equivalently, R is self-full if and only if R‘ Id1 ę R,
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where in general Idn, for n ě 1, is any ceer with exactly n equivalence classes, and ‘ is the
operation (called uniform join) on equivalence relations on ω, defined by R ‘ S “ tp2x, 2yq :
px, yq P Ru Y tp2x` 1, 2y ` 1q : px, yq P Su.
Let us use the symbols SF and SF to denote the set of self-full ceers, and of the degrees of self-full
ceers, respectively: notice that a degree containing a self-full ceer consists in fact only of self-full
ceers. SF is first order definable in Ceers in the language of posets (it consists of exactly the
(non-universal) meet-irreducible elements of Ceers: see [3]). It is shown in [3, Lemma 4.6] that if
Id ę R then R P SF, where Id denotes the identity ceer. Therefore the infinite self-full ceers contain
the dark ceers (i.e., the infinite ceers R such that Id ę R; the infinite non-dark ceers are called
light). However the infinite self-full ceers properly extend the dark ceers: it can be even proved ([3,
Theorem 7.9]) that in Ceers{I every element, different from the biggest one, has infinitely many
distinct self-full strong minimal covers (we recall that Ceers{ I is the poset obtained by quotienting
Ceers modulo ”I , where R ďI S if there is some finite ceer Idk so that R ď S ‘ Idk: clearly if
R is light, and R ďI S then S is light as well; therefore no self-full cover of a light I-degree can
be dark): the existence of infinitely many self-full strong minimal covers above any non-universal
degree has been exploited in the recent paper [2] to show, among other things, that the first order
theory of the degrees of light ceers is isomorphic to true first-order arithmetic.
Another distinguishing difference between dark degrees and self-full degrees is provided by the main
result of this paper (Theorem 2.1), namely that there are self-full ceers X,Y such that X ‘ Y is
not self-full (this answers [3, Question 1]), in contrast with the fact that the dark ceers are closed
under ‘.
Motivated by the fact that the uniform join of two self-full ceers need not be self-full, in the last
section of the paper we introduce the notion of a ceer X being hereditarily-self-full, i.e. X ‘ Y is
self-full whenever Y is self-full, and show (Corollary 3.9) that the dark ceers are hereditarily-self-
full. However, the inclusion of the dark ceers in the hereditarily-self-full ceers is proper, as we also
show (Theorem 3.10) that there are light ceers which are hereditarily-self-full. Finally we make two
observations, first (Observation 3.15) that there is no “hereditaraily hereditarily self-full” ceer: in
fact for every hereditarily self-full X we can find a self-full ceer Y so that X ‘Y is not hereditarily
self-full, and secondly (Observation 3.16) that the hereditarily self-full ceers are closed under ‘ so
if the Y above is hereditarily self-full (instead of just self-full) then X ‘ Y is hereditarily self-full
as well.
Throughout the paper, if R is an equivalence relation on ω, and x P ω, then rxsR will denote the
R-equivalence class of x.
2. Self-fullness is not closed under ‘
In this section we show that the self-full ceers are not closed under ‘.
Theorem 2.1. There are self-full ceers X and Y so that X ‘ Y is non-self-full.
Proof. We construct a ceer Z, which will be X ‘ Y for ceers X and Y . We let X refer to ZæEvens
(i.e. x X y if and only if 2x Z 2y) and Y refer to ZæOdds (i.e. x Y y if and only if p2x`1q Z p2y`1q).
We enumerate the ceer Z in stages: at stage s we define a ceer Zs so that Z “
Ť
s Zs is our desired
final ceer. We let Xs “ ZsæEvens, and similarly Ys :“ ZsæOdd.
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We also construct a reduction function f : Z Ñ Z. In addition to ensuring that f is a reduction
and that its image omits the class of 0, we have the requirements:
SFXj,k: If ϕj is a reduction of X to X, then rksX is in the range of ϕj .
SF Yj,k: If ϕj is a reduction of Y to Y , then rksY is in the range of ϕj .
We will often say that a number z is in X if z is even, and z is in Y if z is odd. We will also say
that some numbers will be X-bound and other numbers may be Y -bound. This means that as we
choose further f -images of the number, we will choose from X (in other words, the image will be
an even number) or from Y (in this case, the image will be an odd number).
We describe a module that we will use to ensure that ϕj is not a reduction of X to X. We call
this module (at some stage s) when we have an element x such that 2x is Y -bound and we have
ϕjpxq Ó✚✚Xsx. We may also use this module to ensure that ϕj is not a reduction of Y to Y if we
have an element y such that 2y ` 1 is X-bound and we have ϕjpyq Ó Ysy. Though we discuss the
diagonalization module for X, and the strategy for SFXj,k, everything is symmetric for Y .
Remark 2.2. When dealing with SFX-requirements, we let fˆpuq “ fp2uq
2
, if fp2uq P X. We
define fˆ pnqpuq “ v if and only if f pnqp2uq “ 2v. Notice that we abuse notation in that fˆ pnq may
properly contain the nth iterate of the function fˆ . If fˆ pnqpuq and fˆ pnqpvq are both defined, then
it is easy to see, using that f : X ‘ Y ÝÑ X ‘ Y is a reduction, that u X v if and only if
fˆ pnqpuq X fˆ pnqpvq. Symmetrically, when dealing with SF Y -requirements, we let fˆpuq “ fp2u`1q´1
2
:
in this case fˆ pnqpuq “ v if and only if f pnqp2u` 1q “ 2v ` 1.
Informal description of DiagonalizationModule pxq.
Goal 1. The first goal of the module is to find some element z (which might not be x) and a stage
t ą s so that for every n such that fˆ pnqpzq is defined, ϕjpzq✚✚Xtfˆ
pnqpzq. More precisely, let S be the
set of n for which, by stage s, f pnqp2xq is determined and in X. Notice that no other f pmqp2xq is
in X (since x is Y -bound so all later choices of f pmqp2xq will be odd).
If ϕjpxq✚✚Xsfˆ
pnqpxq for any n P S, then we let z “ x, and we move to Goal 2.
Otherwise, wait for a stage t ą s such that at this stage ϕjpfˆ
pnqpxqq converges for each n P S. As
we will argue in Lemma 2.10, either we see at this point that ϕj is not a reduction on the elements
tfˆ pnqpxq : n P Su, or we see that there is some m P S, m ą 0, such that, taking z “ fˆ pmqpxq, we
have that ϕjpzq✚✚Xtfˆ
pnqpzq, for every n so that fˆ pnqpzq is defined. After this we move to Goal 2.
Goal 2. We are given a z so that ϕjpzq converges by stage t and is not Xt-equivalent to any fˆ
pnqpzq
which is already defined. We consider a new element w and wait for a stage s1 ą t at which ϕjpwq
converges. In the meantime, we ensure that f pnqp2wq is in X if and only if f pnqp2zq is in X. The
fact that w is new will ensure that the class of 2w does not intersect the range of f . Thus we may
later X-collapse w with z (by Z-collapsing 2w with 2z) if we so wish. Once ϕjpwq converges at s
1, if
ϕjpwq✟✟Xs1ϕjpzq, then we X-collapse w with z (of course by Z-collapsing 2w with 2z). Since ϕjpzq is
not X-equivalent to any element fˆ pnqpzq which is determined and the class of 2w does not intersect
the image of f , this does not cause ϕjpzq to X-collapse with ϕjpwq: indeed, the X-collapse of w
with z entails only (as f is a reduction from Z to Z) the Z-collapse of each f pnqp2zq with f pnqp2wq,
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i.e., the X-collapse of fˆ pnqpzq with fˆ pnqpwq; therefore ϕjpzq is not X-collapsed to any element as a
consequence of the execution of Goal 2.
We have thus diagonalized to ensure that ϕj is not a reduction of X to X.
We now describe the strategy to satisfy SFXj,k. The strategy to satisfy SF
Y
j,k is symmetric.
Informal description of the SFXj,k-strategy. First, suppose that 2k is either not bound by a higher-
priority requirement or is Y -bound by a higher-priority requirement. If it is not bound by a
higher-priority requirement, then we make 2k Y -bound. When the strategy is called at stage s, we
may have already defined fp2kq, . . . , f plqp2kq for some l. This means that we will choose f pmqp2kq
to be in Y (i.e., odd numbers) for m ą l. Next we wait for ϕjpkq to converge, at say stage s. If
ϕjpkq Xs k, then we have satisfied the requirement. Otherwise, we use DiagonalizationModule pkq
to ensure that ϕj is not a reduction of X to X.
Next, we consider the case where 2k is X-bound by a higher-priority requirement, thus we cannot
use the previous strategy. We begin by choosing a new element k1, and we ensure that if we have
defined fp2kq, . . . , f plqp2kq already, then we define f pmqp2k1q for m ď l to be in X if and only if
f pmqp2kq is in X, and we make 2k1 X-bound. Next, we wait for ϕjpk
1q to converge, at, say, stage
s. If ϕjpk
1q converges and is already X-equivalent to k1, then we X-collapse k1 with k and we are
done. Otherwise, ϕjpk
1q converges and is not Xs-equivalent to k
1. In this case, we determine that
2k1 is Y -bound and call DiagonalizationModule pk1q to ensure that ϕj is not a reduction of X to X.
Construction: As anticipated at the beginning of the proof, we enumerate our desired ceer Z in
stages, so that st stage s, Zs will be a ceer. We let Xs be ZsæEvens and let Ys be ZsæOdds.
We say that a requirement SFXj,k or SF
Y
j,k requires attention at stage s if it has not acted since it
was last initialized, or if it sees some computations ϕjpuq converge for some numbers u, and it had
been waiting for these computations to converge. Requirements may determine that numbers are
X-bound or Y -bound. When we write that a strategy makes a number k X-bound (or Y -bound), it
simultaneously makes f pnqpkq X-bound (or Y -bound) for every n so that f pnqpkq is already defined.
If no active strategy is making a number X-bound or Y -bound, then we say that the number is
free. A number is new at stage s, if neither its Xs-equivalence class nor its Ys-equivalence class
contains a number so far used in the construction.
We initialize a requirement SFXj,k (SF
Y
j,k, respectively) by reverting it back to the beginning of its
strategy (to the initial distinction between Case 1 and Case 2 described below).
Stage 0. All requirements are initialized. Let Z0 “ Id.
Stage s`1. Let SFXj,k (or SF
Y
j,k, for which we act symmetrically, by just replacing X with Y and the
even numbers with the odd numbers) be the highest-priority requirement which requires attention
at stage s ` 1. Since almost all requirements are initialized there certainly is such a requirement.
Then we re-initialize all requirements of lower-priority, and act as follows:
– The requirement requires attention because it is initialized. We distinguish the following two
cases:
Case 1. The number 2k is free or Y -bound. If 2k is currently free, then we make 2k Y -bound. Wait
for a stage t ą s` 1 where ϕjpkq converges and ϕjpkq✚✚Xtk: enter the Case 1-waiting outcome.
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Case 2. The number 2k is X-bound.
Step 0 of Case 2. Let k1 be a new element. Let n be greatest so that f pnqp2kq is already defined.
Define f pmqp2k1q to be new elements for each m ď n ensuring that f pmqp2k1q is in X if and only if
f pmqp2kq is in X. Make 2k1 X-bound. Wait for ϕjpk
1q to converge: enter the Case 2 Step 0-waiting
outcome.
– The requirement requires attention because it was in the Case 1-waiting outcome or in the Case 2
Step 0-waiting outcome, and now the awaited computations have converged. If it was in the Case 1-
waiting outcome then we will return to Step 1 of DiagonalizationModule pxq (as described below)
with x :“ k. If it was in the Case 2 Step 0-waiting outcome then it will return to Case 2 Step 1.
Step 1 of Case 2. If ϕjpk
1q Xs k
1, then Xs`1-collapse k
1 with k. Declare the requirement satisfied.
Otherwise, make 2k1 Y -bound and go to Step 1 of DiagonalizationModule pxq (as described below)
with x :“ k1.
– If the requirement requires attention because it was in the DiagonalizationModule Step 1-
waiting outcome, and now the awaited computation has converged, then it will return to Step 2 of
DiagonalizationModule pxq:
– If the requirement requires attention because it was in the DiagonalizationModule Step 3pzq-
waiting outcome, and now the awaited computation has converged then it will return to Step 4pz, wq
of DiagonalizationModule pxq.
DiagonalizationModule pxq. (Called at s` 1 for a Y -bound 2x.)
Step 1. We define S be the set of n so that f pnqp2xq is defined by stage s and is in X:
notice that since 2x is Y -bound then we will not define any f pmqp2xq to be in X at a later
stage. If ϕjpxq✚✚Xsfˆ
pnqpxq for each n P S, then we go to Step 3pxq. Otherwise, wait for
ϕjpfˆ
pnqpxqq to converge for every n P S: enter the DiagonalizationModule Step 1-waiting
outcome.
Step 2. If the wait for the computations ϕjpfˆ
pnqpxqq in Step 1 to converge is over then
pick some z “ fˆ pnqpxq for n P S so that ϕjpzq✚✚Xsfˆ
pmqpzq for every m such that f pmqp2zq is
determined before stage s and is in X. Then go to Step 3pzq. We will argue below (in the
proof of Lemma 2.10) that either the requirement is satisfied (i.e., we see some n so that
ϕjpnq X k, or ϕj is not a reduction of X to X) or that such a z must exist.
Step 3pzq. Take a new element w. For every m for which f pmqp2zq is defined, define
f pmqp2wq to be a new number so that f pmqp2wq is in X if and only if f pmqp2zq is in X.
If 2z is X-bound, we make 2w X-bound. If 2z is Y -bound, we make 2w Y -bound. Oth-
erwise, we make both 2z and 2w be X-bound. Wait for ϕjpwq to converge: enter the
DiagonalizationModule Step 3pzq-waiting outcome.
Step 4pz, wq. If the wait for the computation ϕjpwq in Step 3pzq to converge is over then
we have ϕjpzq and ϕjpwq both converged by stage s. If ϕjpzq Xs ϕjpwq, then we do nothing
and declare the requirement satisfied. Otherwise, we collapse z Xs`1 w and declare the
requirement satisfied.
After these actions, we do further collapses in order to ensure f is a reduction. That is, if we have
caused z Zs`1 w, then we also Z-collapse fpzq with fpwq.
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Lastly, we choose the first number v on which we have not defined fpvq. If v is X-bound, we take
a new number x in X and define fpvq “ x. Otherwise, we take a new number y in Y and define
fpvq “ y. If v was X-bound (or Y -bound), then we also make fpvq be X-bound (or Y -bound).
Finally, we stop the stage, and let Zs`1 be the ceer generated by Zs plus the pairs enumerated into
Zs`1 at stage s` 1. After this we go to stage s` 2.
Verification: We will adopt the following notation throughout the verification: given a parameter
x chosen by an SF -strategy R, we will write rx “ 2x if R “ SFXj,k for some j, k and rx “ 2x ` 1 if
R “ SF Yj,k for some j, k.
Lemma 2.3. Each requirement is re-initialized only finitely often.
Proof. Each requirement can act to re-initialize lower-priority requirements, without being re-
initialized itself, at most finitely often. 
In the following definition, an SF -strategy or a DiagonalizationModule module is called active for
a parameter x if the module has already chosen this parameter and is waiting for a computation
involving this parameter to converge.
Definition 2.4. For each stage s, let Ds be the set of elements rw which refer to parameters w for
an active DiagonalizationModule which is waiting in Step 3pzq.
For each stage s, let Es be the set of elements rk1 which refer to parameters k1 for an active SF -
strategy which is waiting in Case 2 Step 0.
For each stage s, let Is be the set of elements which are in the image of f at stage s.
Observation 2.5. The sets Ds, Es and Is are disjoint.
Proof. Each of the three types of parameters: w for an active DiagonalizationModule which is in
Step 3(z), k1 for active SF -strategies in Case 2 Step 0, and elements fpnq are chosen to be new.
Thus it is impossible that the same number is in two of these sets. 
Lemma 2.6. If x P Ds Y Es Y Is and y P Ds Y Es Y Is and at s we caused xZsy, then x “ fpnq
and y “ fpmq and nZsm for some n,m.
If x P Ds Y Es, then pDs Y Es Y Isq X rxsZs “ txu.
If x is a number which is not new at stage s and x is not Zs-equivalent to any member of DsYEsYIs,
then x is not Zs`1-equivalent to any member of Ds`1 Y Es`1 Y Is`1.
Proof. We prove all three claims by simultaneous induction. They are clearly true at stage 0. We
assume the inductive hypothesis that all three hold at stage s and show they hold at stage s` 1.
We begin with the first claim at stage s` 1: Suppose that x, y P Ds`1YEs`1Y Is`1 and x Zs`1 y.
Since numbers which are put into Ds`1 Y Es`1 Y Is`1 are chosen to be new, this must be caused
by collapse. We consider the three possible sources of collapse:
Suppose that at stage s ` 1 we caused a collapse of rk1 with rk in Case 2 Step 1 of a SFXj,k or
SF Yj,k-strategy. Suppose we have x Zs
rk1 and y Zs rk. Then x R Ds`1 Y Es`1 Y Is`1 as rk1 R
Ds`1YEs`1Y Is`1, and rk1 was the only member of its Zs-class in DsYEsY Is by the second claim
at stage s, which is contrary to the hypothesis.
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Next suppose that at s`1 we caused a collapse of rw with rz in Step 4pz, wq of a DiagonalizationModule.
So, we may assume x Zs rw and y Zs rz. But then, by the inductive hypothesis of the second claim
at stage s, x “ rw, and thus x R Ds`1 Y Es`1 Y Is`1, which is contrary to the hypothesis.
Lastly, suppose we Zs`1-collapsed fpzq with fpwq because we had z Zs`1 w. For this to collapse
x with y, we must have x Zs fpzq and y Zs fpwq (or vice versa). By inductive hypothesis of the
second claim at stage s, this tells us that x R Ds Y Es, so x P Is. So, x “ fpnq for some n and
fpnq Zs fpzq. Similarly, y “ fpmq for somem and fpmq Zs fpwq. It follows by inductive hypothesis
that n Zs z and m Zs w. Then we have n Zs`1 z Zs`1 w Zs`1 m, so x and y satisfy the condition.
Thus the first claim also holds at stage s` 1.
We now consider the second claim. If x P pDs`1 Y Es`1q r pDs Y Esq, then x is new by the
third claim. A new number has rxsZs`1 “ txu, so the claim holds. Otherwise, we can use the
inductive hypothesis to conclude that pDs Y Es Y Isq X rxsZs “ txu. We consider which element
y P Ds`1 Y Es`1 Y Is`1 can join rxsZs`1 . It must have been a member of Ds Y Es Y Is, since
otherwise it is either new, so not equivalent to x, or the third claim precludes it joining the class
of x. Thus, by the first claim, the only possibility is that x “ fpnq and y “ fpzq. But x P DsYEs,
which is disjoint from Is, so this is impossible.
Finally we consider the third claim.
Suppose x is a number which was considered before stage s` 1 and x was not Zs`1-equivalent to
any member of Ds`1 Y Es`1 Y Is`1 and x is Zs`2-equivalent to a member of Ds`2 Y Es`2 Y Is`2.
Since numbers which are put into Ds`2 Y Es`2 Y Is`2 are chosen to be new, this must be caused
by collapse. There are again three possible sources of collapse that we must consider:
Suppose that at stage s ` 2 we caused a Z-collapse of rk1 with rk in Case 2 Step 1 of a SFXj,k or
SF Yj,k-strategy. Since x was not Zs`1-equivalent to
rk1 by assumption, we must have x Zs`2 rk. By
the second claim at stage s ` 1, the only member of Ds`1 Y Es`1 Y Is`1 in rrk1sZs`1 was rk1, butrk1 R Ds`2 YEs`2 Y Is`2. Thus we have not added any member of Ds`2 YEs`2 Y Is`2 to the class
of x.
Next suppose that at stage s ` 2 we caused a collapse of rw with rz in a DiagonalizationModule
Step 4pz, wq. Then by assumption x was not Zs`1-equivalent to rw. By the second claim, we see
that rw is the only member of its Zs`1-class in Ds`1YEs`1YIs`1, but rw is not inDs`2YEs`2YIs`2.
Thus we have not added any member of Ds`2 Y Es`2 Y Is`2 to the class of x.
Next suppose that we collapsed some fpzq with fpwq because we have z Zs`2 w. For this to cause
the collapse of x with a member of Ds`2 YEs`2 Y Is`2, we must have x Zs`1 fpzq or x Zs`1 fpwq
which is contrary to hypothesis.
Thus, in each case, the third claim also holds at stage s` 1. 
Lemma 2.7. Suppose x and y are mentioned by a strategy R at stage s and x˜✚✚Zsy˜. Suppose that
t ą s is a stage so that the strategy R has not been re-initialized or acted at any stage between s
and t. Then x˜ Zty˜.
Proof. Let us consider the case when R “ SFXj,k for some j, k. Then we need to show that no
lower-priority requirement can possibly cause x Xt y. At stage s, all lower-priority requirements
are re-initialized. Thus either x˜ is not Zs-equivalent to a member of Ds Y Es Y Is, so Lemma 2.6
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ensures that it does not become equivalent to a member of Ds1YEs1Y Is1 for any s
1 ą s, or it is Zs-
equivalent to a member of DsYEsY Is. If it is equivalent to a member z P DsYEs, then this z is a
parameter for a requirement of priority at least as high as R, which does not act or get reinitialized
before stage t, so z P Dt Y Et. Similarly, if z P Is, then z P It, since Is Ď It. The second claim
of Lemma 2.6 shows that it does not become X-equivalent to parameters k1 for a lower-priority
requirement in Case 2 Step 0, or parameters w for a lower-priority DiagonalizationModule which
is waiting in Step 3, since k1, w are not in the range of f . Similarly for y.
Further, if x˜ and y˜ are not Zs-equivalent to a number in the image of f , then by Lemma 2.6 they
remain so. In case of equivalence to a number in the image of f , consider the finite set of classes
of f -preimages of x˜ (i.e. those pf pnqq´1pxq which are defined) and f -preimages of y˜ (i.e. those
pf pnqq´1pyq which are defined). By the same argument, these are also never X-equivalent to any
parameters k1 for a lower-priority requirement in Case 2 Step 0 or parameters w for a lower-priority
DiagonalizationModule which is waiting in Step 3pzq. Thus, no lower-priority requirement can
cause a collapse which will make x Xt y. 
Lemma 2.8. If x P X and y P Y , then we never Z-collapse x with y. That is, Z “ X ‘ Y .
Proof. We cause collapse in two cases: The first is collapsing rk1 with rk in Case 2 Step 1. In this
case, since we defined f on rk1 so that f pmqprk1q is in X if and only if f pmqprkq is in X, and both rk
and rk1 were X-bound, when we Z-collapse rk with rk1 we do not cause any collapses between x and
y.
The second case is collapsing rz with rw in Step 4pz, wq. In this case, we have made rz Z-collapse
with rw where we have ensured that f pmqp rwq is in X if and only if f pmqprzq is in X and then we made
both rz and rw be X-bound or both be Y -bound. Thus we see that we do not cause any Z-collapse
between X and Y . 
Lemma 2.9. f is a reduction of X ‘ Y to X ‘ Y and r0sX‘Y is not in the range of f .
Proof. Since whenever we have zZsw, we also cause fpzqZsfpwq, it remains to see that if fpzqZsfpwq,
then we also have zZsw. This follows from Lemma 2.6 (second claim).
0 is not new as of stage 0. By Lemma 2.6 (first claim), 0 never becomes Z-equivalent to a number
in the image of f . 
Lemma 2.10. Each requirement is satisfied, so both X and Y are self-full.
Proof. Let us consider a requirement SFXj,k. By Lemma 2.3, we can fix a stage s to be the last
time this strategy will ever be re-initialized. After stage s, when it next chooses parameters k1,
z, and w, these choices are permanent. If we are in Case 1, then we either have ϕjpkq diverges,
or it converges and ϕjpkq X k, or we go to DiagonalizationModule pkq. In the first two cases, we
have satisfied the requirement because either ϕj is not total, or rksX is in the image of ϕj . We
consider the last case below. Similarly, if we are in Case 2, then we either have ϕjpk
1q diverge or
ϕjpk
1q Xs k
1 at the next stage s when the requirement acts, in which case we cause k1 X k, or we
enter DiagonalizationModule pk1q. In the first two cases the requirement is satisfied because again
either ϕj is not total or rksX is in the image of ϕj .
So, we can suppose that a DiagonalizationModule is begun. If we wait in Step 1 forever, this
guarantees that ϕj is not total and the requirement is satisfied. Otherwise at some stage s` 1 we
begin Step 2. We claim that in Step 2, either the requirement is satisfied or we must succeed in
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picking some z. Consider the finite set of X-classes F “ trfˆ pnqpxqsX | n P Su. If ϕj is a reduction
of X to X, then it must be injective on the classes in F . So, it either sends some class in F
to a class outside of F or it is surjective on F . In the latter case, rxsX “ rfˆ
p0qpxqsX intersects
the range of ϕj and the requirement is satisfied. In the former case, there is some n P S so that
ϕjpfˆ
pnqpxqq✚Xfˆ pmqpxq for every m. Thus we will find the needed z “ fˆ pnqpxq. Thus we begin Step 3.
If we are stuck in Step 3, then ϕj is not total. If we get to step 4pz, wq at say stage s
1` 1, we have
two cases to consider: If ϕjpzq Xs1 ϕjpwq, then we do not collapse z with w. This guarantees that
z✚✚Xtw for all t ą s
1 by Lemma 2.7, therefore ϕj is not a reduction. On the other hand, if we have
ϕjpzq✟✟Xs1ϕjpwq, then we collapse z Xs1`1 w, which does not cause ϕjpzq Xs1`1 ϕjpwq. By Lemma
2.7, we have ϕjpzq✚Xϕjpwq, and ϕj is not a reduction. 
This proof is now complete. 
3. The hereditarily self-full ceers
We introduce the “hereditarily self-full ceers” and show that they properly contain the dark ceers.
Definition 3.1. A ceer X is hereditarily self-full if whenever Y is self-full, then X ‘ Y is self-full.
The next definition highlights a property, which, when accompanied by self-fullness, is sufficient to
guarantee hereditary self-fullness as proved in Theorem 3.3 below.
Definition 3.2. We say that a ceer X is co-ceer-resistant if whenever C is a Π01-equivalence relation
with infinitely many classes, then there are x, y so that xXy and x Cy.
Theorem 3.3. Every self-full co-ceer resistant ceer is hereditarily self-full.
Proof. Given any reduction f : X ‘ Y Ñ X ‘ Y , define n „f m if for every k P ω, f pkqp2nq is even
if and only if f pkqp2mq is even. Note that „f is a Π01-equivalence relation and X is a refinement of
„f (i.e. if n X m then n „f m). We represent a „f -class by a sequence in tX,Y uω: namely, we
define τ fn P tX,Y uω by τ
f
n pkq “ X if f pkqp2nq is even (or f pkqp2nq P X, as we will sometimes write),
and τ fn pkq “ Y if f pkqp2nq is odd (or f pkqp2nq P Y , as we will sometimes write). It is immediate to
see that n „f m if and only if τ fn “ τ
f
m, thus in fact we can identify the „f -equivalence class of n
with τ fn .
A sequence τ P tX,Y uω is eventually periodic if there exist finite sequences ρ, σ P tX,Y uăω so that
τ “ ρpσ8, where the symbol p denotes concatenation, and σ8 “ σpσp ¨ ¨ ¨ pσ ¨ ¨ ¨ is the infinite
string obtained by concatenating infinitely many times σ with itself. Such a string σ is a period of
τ .
We say that a „f -class is periodic of period k if the infinite string τ which represents „f is periodic
with a period of length k.
Let now X be a self-full co-ceer resistant ceer and suppose Y is self-full. We must show that X‘Y
is self-full. Suppose that f : X ‘ Y Ñ X ‘ Y is a reduction. We must show that f is onto the
classes of X‘Y . Since X Ď„f and X is co-ceer resistant, it follows that „f has only finitely many
classes.
Lemma 3.4. Each of the finitely many „f -classes is represented by an eventually periodic sequence
τ P tX,Y uω.
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Proof. Let τ be a sequence which represents a „f -class, say τ “ τ fn . If τ “ ρpY 8 for some finite
ρ (where, to be more precise, Y 8 “ xY y8) then τ is eventually periodic. Otherwise, let tkiuiPω
be the sequence in ascending order so that τpkiq “ X (notice that k0 “ 0). For every i, let τæěki
be the tail of τ beginning from the bit ki of τ , i.e. τæěkipkq “ τpki ` kq. Clearly for every i there
exists ni so that τæěki “ τ
f
ni : just take ni “
fpkiqp2nq
2
. If it were τæěki ‰ τæěkj for every i, and j ă i,
then there would be infinitely many „f -equivalence classes, contrary to our previous conclusion.
Therefore there exist a least j, and for this j a least i ą j, so that τæěki “ τæěkj . But then we see
that there is a period, namely the finite string σ such that τæěkj “ σpτæěki (where σpτæěki is the
infinite string obtained by concatenating σ with the infinite string τæěki). 
Let N1 be a common multiple of all periods of „
f -classes. We replace f by f1 “ f
pN1q, which is still
a reduction of X ‘ Y to X ‘ Y , and now all „f1-classes have period 1. It follows that all the τ ’s
which represent „f1-classes are of the form ρX8 or ρY 8, for some ρ. Let N2 be a number greater
than the length of ρ for each „f1-class. Once again, we replace f1 by f2 “ f
pN2q
1 , which ensures
that each „f2-class is either represented by X8 or XY 8. Thus we have at most two „f2-classes.
Let Cf2X “ t2n : τ
f2
n “ X8u and C
f2
Y “ t2n : τ
f2
n “ XpY 8u.
Lemma 3.5. f2æC
f2
X is onto the X‘Y -classes of C
f2
X , and there are no odd numbers in f
´1
2 pC
f2
X q.
Proof. First of all, notice that Cf2X , C
f2
Y partition 2ω, they are both X ‘ Y -closed, and they are
decidable, being two Π01-sets that partition a decidable set. Therefore we can define a reduction
g : X Ñ X by:
gpnq “
$&
%
f2p2nq
2
, if 2n P Cf2X ,
n, if 2n P Cf2Y .
As X is self-full it follows that it must be onto the classes of X. If it were true that gpmq “ n
for some m,n such that 2m P Cf2Y and 2n P C
f2
X , then we would have m “ n by definition of g,
which contradicts the fact that Cf2X and C
f2
Y are disjoint. Therefore it must be that g restricted to
tn : 2n P Cf2X u is onto the X-classes of tn : 2n P C
f2
X u, and thus f2æC
f2
X is onto the X ‘Y -classes of
C
f2
X . Thus there cannot be any odd 2m` 1 such that f2p2m` 1q P C
f2
X : otherwise let f2p2m` 1q “
2n P Cf2X , and let 2n
1 P Cf2X be such that f2p2n
1q X ‘ Y 2n; as f2p2m` 1q X ‘ Y f2p2n
1q, it would
follow 2m` 1 X ‘ Y 2n1, a contradiction. 
Lemma 3.6. For every m, either there is an odd y so that 2m` 1 X ‘ Y f2pyq or there is an odd
y so that 2m` 1 X ‘ Y f
p2q
2 pyq.
Proof. Define the function
gpnq “
$’&
’%
f2p2n ` 1q ´ 1
2
, if f2p2n ` 1q is odd,
f
p2q
2 p2n ` 1q ´ 1
2
, otherwise.
We first observe that gpnq is always an integer: If f2p2n`1q is even, then f2p2n`1q must be in C
f2
Y ,
since f´12 pC
f2
X q cannot contain 2n`1. Thus f
p2q
2 is odd. Suppose that n Y m. Since f2 is a reduction
of X ‘ Y to X ‘ Y , we see that f2p2n ` 1q X ‘ Y f2p2m ` 1q, thus they have the same parity.
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Thus either gpnq “ f2p2n`1q´1
2
Y
f2p2m`1q´1
2
“ gpmq or gpnq “
f
p2q
2
p2n`1q´1
2
Y
f
p2q
2
p2m`1q´1
2
“ gpmq.
Now, suppose that gpnq Y gpmq. If f2p2n` 1q has the same parity as f2p2m` 1q, then we can use
the fact that f2 is a reduction of X ‘ Y to X ‘ Y to conclude that n Y m. If they have different
parities, then we have without loss of generality: gpnq “ f2p2n`1q´1
2
Y
f
p2q
2
p2m`1q´1
2
“ gpmq. But
then we have f2p2n ` 1q X ‘ Y f
p2q
2 p2m ` 1q. But since f2 is a reduction of X ‘ Y to X ‘ Y , we
have 2n` 1 X ‘ Y f2p2m` 1q, but the latter is even. This is a contradiction. Thus we have shown
that g is a reduction of Y to Y . Since Y is self-full, we conclude that every class of Y intersects
the range of g. That is, m Y gpkq for some k. If f2p2k ` 1q is odd, then 2m` 1 X ‘ Y f2p2k ` 1q.
If f2p2k ` 1q is even, then 2m` 1 X ‘ Y f
p2q
2 p2k ` 1q. 
Lemma 3.7. For every k, rksX‘Y intersects the range of f2.
Proof. If k “ 2m` 1 then Lemma 3.6 ensures that rksX‘Y is in the range of f2.
Consider now k “ 2m. If 2m P Cf2X then we have shown in Lemma 3.5 that rksX‘Y is in the
range of f2. So we suppose that f2p2mq “ 2n ` 1. But we have shown in Lemma 3.6 that
r2n ` 1sX‘Y is equivalent to f2pyq for an odd y or f
p2q
2 pyq for an odd y. In the former case, we
have f2p2mq X ‘ Y f2pyq, which would imply that 2m X ‘ Y y which is impossible since y is odd.
Thus we have f2p2mq X ‘ Y f
p2q
2 pyq, thus 2m X ‘ Y f2pyq. 
This shows self-fullness of X ‘ Y , which concludes the proof. 
Lemma 3.8. Every dark ceer is co-ceer resistant.
Proof. Suppose C is a Π01-equivalence relation and has infinitely many classes. Then Id ď C,
because C is Π01. Indeed, if C “W
c
e and We is the e-th c.e. set, then a reduction f : IdÑ C can be
defined as follows: to define fpnq search for the least xx, sy so that txfpiq, xy : i ă nu ĎWe,s (such
a number exists since C has infinitely many classes) and let fpnq “ x. Since Id ę X, it follows
that there are n,m so that nXm and n Cm. 
Corollary 3.9. Every dark ceer is hereditarily self-full.
Proof. Every dark ceer is self-full by [3] and is co-ceer resistant by Lemma 3.8. By Theorem 3.3,
dark ceers are hereditarily self-full. 
The next theorem shows that the class of dark ceers is properly contained in the class of hereditarily
self-full ceers.
Theorem 3.10. There are light ceers which are hereditarily self-full.
Proof. We construct a ceer X with the property that the function x ÞÑ 2x is a reduction Id ď X,
and to satisfy the following requirements:
CCRj: If Vj is a co-c.e. equivalence relation with at least two distinct equivalence classes, then
there are x, y so that xXy and x Vjy. (Here, Vj “ W
c
j , i.e. the complement of the c.e. set
Wj.)
SF ki : If Wi hits infinitely many X-classes which do not contain an even number, then Wi hits
rksX .
Dj : ϕj is not a reduction of X to Id.
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We first argue that any ceer X constructed with the above properties will be light, self-full, and
co-ceer resistant.
X is light because Id ď X, via the computable function fpxq “ 2x.
To see that X is self-full, suppose g : X Ñ X. Since the D-requirements ensure that X ę Id, there
must be infinitely many classes in the image of the reduction provided by g which do not contain
an even number. Otherwise from g we can build a reduction X ď Id. Namely, let tn0, . . . , nk´1u be
representatives (which we assume to be pairwise X-non-equivalent) of the finitely many X-classes,
consisting only of odd numbers, which intersect rangepgq, and define the desired reduction h as
follows: if gpxq “ 2j then let hpxq “ 2pj ` kq; if gpxq is odd then search for a y P rgpxqsX so that
either y is even or y “ ni for some i ă k: if y “ 2j then let hpxq “ 2pj`kq, otherwise let hpxq “ 2i.
Thus, by the SF ki -requirement, with Wi “ rangepgq, every class intersects the image of g.
The CCR-requirements directly ensure that X is co-ceer resistant. It follows from Theorem 3.3
that X is light and hereditarily self-full.
The strategies. We now give the strategies for each requirement:
To achieve that fpxq “ 2x is a reduction of Id to X we guarantee that throughout the construction
no pair of distinct even numbers is ever X-collapsed.
For the CCRj-requirement, we wait until we see a pair xx, yy so that xx, yy appears in Wj . At
this point we pick an new odd z, we wait for either xx, zy or xy, zy to appear in Wj; while waiting,
restrain the equivalence class of z from being collapsed to other classes due to the action of lower-
priority requirements; if and when the wait is over, drop the restraint: at that point, if we see
xx, zy P Wj then we X-collapse x and z; if we see xy, zy P Wj but not as yet xx, zy P Wj , then we
X-collapse y and z. Note that if Vj is an equivalence relation with at least two equivalence classes
then eventually such a pair xx, yy appears in Wj; then for every z either x Vjz or y Vjz. So whatever
z we pick, eventually we see xx, zy P Wj or xy, zy PWj .
For the SF ki -requirement, we wait until Wi enumerates an odd number x which is not currently
X-equivalent to any even number, nor lies in any X-class currently restrained by a higher-priority
requirement. We then collapse this x with k.
For the Dj-requirement: We take two new odd numbers x, y to be the current witnesses of the
requirement; we restrain the classes of the two witnesses from collapses due to lower-priority re-
quirements. We wait for ϕjpxq Ó‰ ϕjpyq Ó. If this occurs, then we drop the restraint and we
collapse x with y.
Building X is carried out via a standard finite injury priority construction.
The construction: If at stage s ` 1 we add (by collapse) a finite number of pairs to Xs, then
Xs`1 will be taken to be the equivalence relation (a ceer) generated by Xs plus these pairs.
To initialize a D-requirement or a CCR-requirement at a stage means to cancel its witnesses, if
any, and to drop its restraint, if any. To initialize an SF -requirement means to do nothing.
Stage 0. Let X0 “ Id.
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Stage s`1. If R is a CCR-requirement or a SF -requirement then we say that R is already satisfied
at s` 1 if R “ CCRj and there are xw, zy PWj,s so that w Xs z, or R “ SF
i
k and there is x PWi,s
so that x Xs k.
A new number x at stage s` 1 is an odd number bigger than any number so far mentioned in the
construction: in particular x is not in the equivalence class of any u which is currently restrained
by some higher priority R1, nor is Xs-equivalent to any even number.
Scan the requirements R in decreasing order of priority: suppose you have scanned all R1 ă R, and
distinguish the following cases:
R “ CCRj. If R is already satisfied then it drops its restraint if any, and we move to the next
requirement.
If the requirement is not already satisfied at s`1 and it is initialized (i.e. has no chosen parameters),
but we now see numbers x, y with xx, yy P Wj,s, then take a new odd number z which becomes
the current witness of R. Restrain the equivalence class of z from being collapsed to other classes
due to lower-priority requirements. If we see xx, zy P Wj,s or xy, zy PWj,s, then drop the restraint,
collapse x and z, or y and z according to the case. Whether CCRj chooses z, or collapses, we say
that CCRj has acted at stage s` 1. After the action stop the stage.
R “ SF ik. If the requirement is not already satisfied at s ` 1, but we now see an odd number
x P Wi,s (not in the equivalence class of any number currently restrained by some higher priority
R1, nor Xs-equivalent to any even number: we can view this x as the once-and-for-all witness of
the requirement), then collapse x with k. We say that SF ik has acted at stage s ` 1. After the
action stop the stage, and initialize all requirements R1 having lower-priority than R.
R “ Di. If R is currently initialized, then choose two new odd numbers x, y which become the
current witnesses of R. Restrain the classes of the two witnesses from collapses due to lower-priority
requirements. After this, if x, y are the current witnesses for R and ϕipxq, ϕipyq both converge, and
ϕipxq ‰ ϕipyq, then drop the current restraint on x, y, and collapse x and y. Whether Di chooses
the witnesses, or collapses, we say that Di has acted at stage s ` 1. After each action, stop the
stage.
Since at each stage there are cofinitely many initialized D-requirements, ending the stage after
defining the witnesses, makes sure that eventually we move to stage s` 2.
The verification: We split the verification into the following lemmata. Notice that at each stage,
exactly one requirement acts.
Lemma 3.11. Every requirement is initialized finitely often, eventually stops acting, and sets up
only a finite restraint.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the priority ranking of the requirement R, since every require-
ment acts only finitely often after each initialization. Notice that only SF -requirements initialize
lower priority requirements when they act. Notice also that only CCR- and D-requirements may
request to restrain equivalence classes. So assume that R is such a requirement. If s0 is the least
stage after which no R1 ă R acts again, then R is never re-initialized after s0 and acts at most
finitely many times after s0. On the other hand, if R “ SF
i
k then it acts at most one time after
stage 0. 
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Let us say that a witness for a requirement R is active if it has been appointed, has not as yet been
cancelled by initialization, and it is waiting to be collapsed, if this will ever be the case: notice
that in this case, R is either a CCR- or a D-requirement, as a once-and-for-all witness for an
SF -requirement never waits, since it is immediately collapsed when it appears.
Lemma 3.12. At every stage s, the Xs-equivalence classes of the active witnesses are pairwise
disjoint.
Proof. By induction on s. It is certainly true at stage 0, as all X0-equivalence classes are singletons.
If the claim is true at s, then at s ` 1 exactly one R acts. Either R Xs`1-collapses the class of
its witness with some other class, or (if R is a D-requirement) Xs`1-collapses the two classes of
its witnesses, or R appoints new witnesses: in the former case R’s witness or witnesses cease to be
active, but the other classes (although perhaps some of them have grown bigger after the collapse)
remain pairwise disjoint; in the latter case, the new appointed witness or witnesses are new, so
their classes are currently disjoint singletons, and disjoint from the ones of the remaining active
witnesses. 
Lemma 3.13. Every requirement is eventually satisfied.
Proof. Notice that CCR- or SF -requirements can never be injured after they have acted: if they
collapse, then the collapse permanently satisfies them. Suppose that every R1 ă R is eventually
satisfied.
We now distinguish the various possibilities for R.
R “ SF ik. We must only worry if Wi has infinitely many equivalence classes avoiding the even
numbers. In this case, eventually some odd number x appears in Wi not as yet X-equivalent to
any even number and avoiding the finite restraint imposed by the higher-priority requirements, so
that R can act by picking such an x (the once-and-for-all witness of the requirement), and x can
be collapsed to k, which makes R permanently satisfied.
R “ CCRj. By the fact that lower-priority SF -requirements will choose their once-and-for-all
witnesses as new, and thus not interfering with CCRj, the only possible injury to CCRj can be
made, thanks to Lemma 3.12, by higher-priority SF -requirements. By Lemma 3.11 let s0 be a stage
such that these higher-priority requirements have stopped acting. If Vj is an equivalence relation
with at least two distinct equivalence classes, then eventually we either see at some point that R is
already satisfied without having acted (and so the requirement is permanently satisfied), or we see
at some point a pair xx, yy to appear in Wj. At that point, we pick the final witness z, a new odd
number. At some later stage we collapse z with x or y, which makes R permanently satisfied.
R “ Di. By the fact that lower-priority SF -requirements will choose their once-and-for-all wit-
nesses as new, and thus not interfering with Di, the only possible injury to Di can be made, thanks
to Lemma 3.12, by higher-priority SF -requirements. By Lemma 3.11 let s0 be a stage such that
these higher-priority requirements have stopped acting. Requirement Di is never re-initialized after
s0. At s “ s0 ` 1 Di acts for the first time after its last initialization and appoints a final pair x, y
of new odd witnesses. Let s1 ` 1 ě s0 ` 1 be the least stage at which ϕipxq, ϕipyq both converge:
if there is no such stage then ϕi is not total and thus is not a reduction. At s1` 1 if ϕipxq “ ϕipyq
then we keep the restraint x✚Xy, which becomes a permanent restraint, never broken thanks to
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Lemma 3.12 by any lower-priority requirement. Otherwise, if ϕipxq ‰ ϕipyq, then R makes x X y.
In either case, ϕi fails to be a reduction from X to Id. 
Finally we check that no pair of distinct even numbers ever X-collapse.
Lemma 3.14. For every stage s if a witness u is active at s then its equivalence class consists only
of odd numbers. Therefore Id ď X.
Proof. The proof of the first claim is by induction on s, similar to the proof of Lemma 3.12: at
s` 1 either we choose witnesses, i.e. we add new active witnesses which are odd and their classes
are singletons; or some R with currently active witness or witnesses collapses one class entirely
consisting of odd numbers, to another class, and the witness or witnesses of R cease to be active;
if the latter class is the class of a still active witness then by the inductive hypothesis it consisted
only of odd numbers, and thus so does after the collapse; the only remaining case is when R is
a SF -requirement: in this case it may collapse to a class containing an even number some class
containing the active number of a lower priority requirement R1, but in this case R1 is re-initialized
and its collapsed witness ceases to be active, and will have to be picked anew again.
It follows that if at s` 1 two Xs-equivalence classes are collapsed, then at least one of them (being
an active witness of some requirement) consists of odd numbers, and thus we may conclude that
each X-equivalence class contains at most one even number. This shows that Id ď X. 
The proof of the theorem is now complete. 
We conclude by showing that the property of being hereditarily self-full is itself hereditary in one
sense and not in another.
Observation 3.15. If Z is hereditarily self-full, then there is a self-full ceer X so that Z ‘X is
not hereditarily self-full.
Proof. Let X and Y be self-full so that X ‘ Y is non-self-full. Then Z ‘ X is not hereditarily
self-full because Z ‘X ‘ Y is non-self-full. 
Observation 3.16. If X is hereditarily self-full and Y is hereditarily self-full, then X ‘ Y is
hereditarily self-full, i.e., every hereditarily self-full ceer is hereditarily hereditarily self-full.
Proof. Let E be any self-full ceer. Then since Y is hereditarily self-full, we see that Y ‘ E is
self-full. Thus, since X is hereditarily self-full, we see that X ‘ pY ‘ Eq is self-full. We conclude
that whenever E is self-full, pX‘Y q‘E is self-full, showing that X‘Y is hereditarily self-full. 
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